Spanish Fork High School
Advanced Commercial Photography (Photo 2)

“I CAN”

Month 1
- demonstrate composition rules in my photos.
- correctly label the parts of the SLR camera.
- correctly import and export photos from Lightroom.

Month 2
- understand the basics of Shutter Speed.
- take correctly exposed photos using Shutter Speed Mode.

Month 3
- use the basics of Lightroom to edit photos.
- understand the basics of Aperture and ISO.
- take correctly exposed photos using Aperture Mode.

Month 4
- Learn more about the industry and jobs in photography that would make me marketable to a business as a photographer.
- take correctly exposed photos using Manual Mode on the SLR camera.

Month 5
- Display my photography in a portfolio created by me.
- Assess artwork correctly based off of correct critiquing standards.